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***

Time and again, both right wings of the US war party unjustifiably justify endless preemptive
wars by manufacturing nonexistent threats to US national security.

The Biden regime’s so-called Interim National Security Strategic Guidance (INSSG) maintains
the myth of barbarians at the gates.

It falsely claims that US and other democracies — in name only — are threatened, referring
to the increasingly totalitarian West and apartheid Israel.

Remarks ghost-written for Biden drip with references to democratic values, fundamental
freedoms, prosperity for  all,  peace and dignity — notions abhorred by US-led Western
countries and Israel.

“(B)uild back better” is all about handing the nation’s wealth to privileged interests at the
expense of exploiting most others.

It’s about spending unlimited trillions of dollars for militarism and warmaking.

It’s about handing trillions more to Wall Street and other corporate favorites.

It’s about going all-out to prevent peace and stability from ending forever wars.

It’s about subjugating world community nation-states and ordinary people at home and
abroad.

It’s about enforcing new world order harshness by police state control.

It’s polar opposite virtually everything just societies hold dear.

There’s nothing remotely benign about hardline US domestic and geopolitical policies.

Media supported mass deception pretends otherwise.

INSSG pretends that the Biden regime like its predecessors aims “to keep Americans safe,
prosperous, and free (sic).”
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Totalitarian rule — enforced with police state harshness — pursues polar opposite aims.

“Anti-democratic  forces”  are  headquartered  in  Washington  with  branch  offices  in  Western
European capitals and Tel Aviv.

Enemies mentioned are invented, not real, notably China and Russia, nations prioritizing
peace, stability, cooperative relations with other nations, and adherence to international law
— notions long ago abandoned by the US-dominated West.

Iran and North Korea are longstanding invented US enemies, nations at war with no others,
threatening no one.

Nations reinvented as barbarians at the US gates wage peace, not war, cooperation with
other states, not confrontation — in sharp contrast to how the US and its imperial partners
operate, an unprecedented threat to humanity’s survival.

Names and faces change in Washington over time. Farcical elections assure continuity.

Imperial rage for dominance through the barrel of a gun remains hard-wired policy.

So does police state harshness to prevent governance of, by, and for everyone equitably
from ever breaking out.

Before  taking office,  Biden assured US privileged interests  that  nothing will  change on his
watch.

Governance serving them exclusively  at  the expense of  most  others will  continue like
always before.

Endless wars and occupations will continue.

Public wealth will  shift  entirely to powerful  interests,  ordinary Americans impoverished,
resistance crushed when surfacing.

The state of  the nation and other  Western societies will  become more unsafe and unfit  to
live in than already.

The type world US ruling authorities have in mind for ordinary people everywhere is too
unacceptable to tolerate.

Invented threats — including barbarians at the gates — aim to cow ordinary people into
submission.

They’re manipulated to believe everything is all  right so they’ll  learn to love their  Big
Brother oppressor.

Mass resistance is essential to challenge the worst of all possible worlds US dark forces want
imposed on humanity.

Otherwise we’re all doomed.
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Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Stephen Lendman is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization
(CRG).

VISIT MY WEBSITE: stephenlendman.org (Home – Stephen Lendman). Contact
at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

My two Wall Street books are timely reading:

“How Wall Street Fleeces America: Privatized Banking, Government Collusion, and
Class War”

https://www.claritypress.com/product/how-wall-street-fleeces-america/

“Banker Occupation: Waging Financial War on Humanity”

https://www.claritypress.com/product/banker-occupation-waging-financial-war-on-humanity/
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